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"THE CHILDREN'S
WORLD CRECHE"
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CHILD CARE
Y 0 U A R E A T W O R K Y O U WORRY the whole time about

your child, whether he is safe. If you leave him when he's sick it
makes your heart sore. My children stay with my mother. She is sick and
old and doesn't look after them properly."

"I sent my children back to live on the farm. There was no one here to
look after them properly. I don't see them very often. On the farm they
miss school, but I can't do anything else."

Care facilities, whether creches or pre-school groups, are in extremely
short supply for black Namibian mothers. In Katutura, where 70% of the
households are single-parent, the church-run creches are usually
oversubscribed.

The women start work very early in the morning and although many of
them try to pick their children up from the creche by 6 o'clock, often this
depends on the whims of an employer who may choose to keep her
domestic servant working late.

Some of the creches provide lunch, others depend on mothers sending
food in with the child. One creche worker said:

"So often the mothers think that crisps and guava juice is food. Others
have no money to buy food. We give the children who have no food some
of the food from the others."

Very few of these creches have a real range of toys. Some have things
like climbing frames, but lack the space and trained staff to encourage
learning through play with appropriate toys.

There is very little childcare provided for
working Namibian mothers, but these
children are some of the lucky ones. They go
to the well-run creche organised by the
Mothers' Union in Grootfontein.
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South African security forces and their
families having a picnic at Ruacana on the
Angolan border.
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I WHITE CHILDREN
"THIS FATHERLAND OF OURS WAS TAMED by our hardy

forefathers and built up into the prosperous land it is
today . . . Threats from the outside world, the danger of communism and
terrorism force us to unite and be prepared to face up to any threat or
danger."

School history book
White children are a very small minority in Namibia. They live in a

carefully protected environment and often do not see the harsh realities of
apartheid or war - unlike their black counterparts. White children, like
black children, have ambitions; but unlike black children, they have some
chance of realising them.

Today, white children have ten years of compulsory schooling in
English, Afrikaans or German. Although numbers of white Namibians,
anxious about the possibility of independence, are leaving and school rolls
are falling, the money spent on white education is not being reduced.

In recent years, there have been some 24 times as many whites as blacks
from Namibia attending university in South Africa.

Health services reveal much the same picture. For a white child, medical
services are good. In 1981 almost fifty times as much was spent on average
per annum on the health of every white child as was spent on a black child
from the southern area of Rehoboth and 15 times as much as on a black
child from the Damara 'homeland'.

Although white children have a better material life, they are trapped by
the ideology of apartheid in which they are brought up, just as much as
black children are trapped by poverty. Each has as little chance of breaking
free. White children are taught to regard blacks as both inferior and
potentially threatening. There is almost no opportunity for white and black
children to meet on equal terms and get to know each other.

White children lead segregated and somewhat isolated lives in their own
communities. In the war zone, they go to school by armoured vehicle; their
homes and schools are protected by sandbags and barbed wire and
everywhere there are signs of military activity - even military vehicles in
the drives next to their well-kept lawns - though no one stops and
threatens white children. They do not have to fear daily intimidation, rape
or torture.

As they grow up they are channelled towards the cadet corps where they
learn to defend themselves against the "total onslaught" of the "enemy".
Their childhood is protected but distorted: no less than the black children,
the white children of Namibia, better fed, healthier, secure, are imprisoned
by the world they live in.



"WE WHO WERE
HERE FIRST, HAVE
COME TO BE LAST"

THE HISTORY OF SAN PEOPLE, usually known as 'Bushmen', in
Southern Africa is one of decimation and dispossession. The majority

of the surviving groups in Namibia live in semi-serfdom to richer black
neighbours or as poorly paid labourers on white ranches.

One specific group, the Ju/Wasi of Nyae Nyae were an exception to this
story of dispossession because of their geographical isolation in a remote
region of northeast Namibia. Until as late as 1959 some remained as
independent hunter-gatherers subject to no tribal or government authority
beyond the rules and values of their own society.

With the imposition of a Central Administration in the 1960s, 900 of the
formerly semi-nomadic people were settled in an area, Tsumkwe, which is
only large enough to support 30 by hunting and gathering.

In 1970, with no consultation with the inhabitants, inappropriate
government-funded projects were started in Bushmanland. Roads were
made, a school was built, three housing projects were completed (which
very quickly became no more than rural slums). A bottle store was opened
with a government loan. Alcohol abuse and family violence became daily
events. Supplies of bush foods around the settlements were soon
exhausted and women, whose work once supplied 70-80% of the food for
their families, now had nothing to do. Children's nutritional status
dropped sharply. In 1981, 11 out of 12 babies born in government housing
died in their first year of life.

In 1978 the SADF began recruiting in Bushmanland. The high army
salaries increased the gap between the haves and the have nots in a culture
based on egalitarianism and sharing. By the end of the decade dependency
was complete and the population growth rate zero, if not declining. Ju/
Wasi had no economy, no voice and seemingly no future for their children.

THE JU/WASI
BUSHMAN
DEVELOPMENT
FOUNDATION



CHILDREN'S
GAMES

GAISHAY'S STORY
GAISHAY WAS BORN in the rural slum of Tsumkwe. His father,

Tsamko, had grown up in the bush as 'owner of the shade' as young
boys were called. His grandfather, Toma, led his band back into the bush
to regain their independence and dignity.

Gaishay hates Tsumkwe and the government-run school. He runs away
and is found helping build lion-proof cattle enclosures, or working in the
gardens. Last year, the gardens were abandoned when spring hares ate the
maize. Gaishay went back to his garden and planted watermelons. Four
months later he proudly gathered his harvest.

Gaishay, reflecting on his family, says "We Bushman, we can be bad.
We have big problems but sometimes we do nothing. People have bought
sugar again today. The beer is brewing. When they buy sugar, I want to
leave the village. People never work when there is sugar. They want more
beer and they want meat - they may even kill a cow. The people, when
they do this, make my head confused."

Gaishay recently survived a serious bout of malaria. The other children
respect him. Leadership - never previously a characteristic of Bushman
culture - is emerging through necessity. With two 8 year old lieutenants,
both wearing army hats from their older brothers in the South African
army, Gaishay is constructing another model farm. He is dreaming of the
future.

~.^mm Gaishay earmarking a young calf. He prefers
' •* helping with the farm work and cultivating the

vegetable plots to attending the government
school in Tsumkwe.



THE WAR
ON AUGUST 26, 1988, the war in Namibia was 22 years old. Over 12,000

Namibians were dead. Six hundred thousand people, almost half the
entire population, today live in areas in which there is frequent fighting
between SWAPO's military wing PLAN, the People's Liberation Army of
Namibia, and the soldiers of the South African forces. The war is said to
cost the South African government two million rands a day (half a million
pounds sterling).

Namibia is strategically and economically important to South Africa.
Military bases in the North and in Caprivi provide support for UNITA
rebels in Angola. This is an example of the destabilisation strategy
employed by South Africa to weaken the governments of neighbouring
countries and maintain its dominance of Southern Afric .

The deep water port of Walvis Bay, which South Afri .a claims is part of
the Republic, is crucial to its naval strategy. Without access to this port, an
independent Namibia would be effectively land-locked and dependent on
South Africa for overseas trade.

Economically, there are vast profits being made on investments in
mining in Namibia, providing a significant source of revenue for the South
African economy and powerful industrial interests. For all these reasons,
South Africa continues to occupy Namibia and defend its interests and
investments there by force of arms. There is also the fear that if SWAPO
were to come to power in Namibia, there would be implications for the
stability of the apartheid regime in South Africa itself.

Fighting has been concentrated mainly in the 'war zone' - the
Kaokoveld, Ovamboland, Kavango and Caprivi regions. After
independence in 1975, Angola has allowed PLAN bases to be established
on Angolan territory and fighting has intensified. Civilians have been
driven from their lands, either out of fear of being caught in the cross fire,
or as a result of the South African military tactic of 'fire clearing' - setting
fire to wooded guerrilla country. In Ovamboland alone, some 250,000
people now live in a triangular strip of land between Ondangua and
Oshakati, no more than 30 kilometers long and 20 kilometers wide. Shanty
towns have come into existence. Overcrowding and overgrazing mean
cattle are thin and sickly and food is scarce.

Here in the narrow strip there is inadequate sewerage, electricity and
running water. In the rainy season, away from the main roads, only
four-wheel-drive vehicles can move around. Amongst the poverty-
stricken, overcrowded people, illnesses like tuberculosis are on the
increase.

In 1980, the South West African Territorial Force (SWATF) was formally
inaugurated. Today, it comprises 20,000 men, 60% of whom are black. The
control and command structures are the exclusive responsibility of the
South African Defence Force (SADF) and the 'TGNU' has no control over
what amounts to a Namibianised unit of the SADF, into which black
Namibians are forcibly conscripted.
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THE ORIGINS OF
THE WAR
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HUMAN RIGHTS
HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANISATIONS, both inside and outside

Namibia, are increasingly concerned about reports of torture and ill-
treatment of detainees, random killings of civilians in the war zone and
detention without trial. Proclamation AG9 of 1977 empowered all members
of the security forces to detain suspects incommunicado and without
charge for 30 days. Nowadays, the 'TGNU' can authorise further periods of
detention.

Most guilty of gross violations of human rights, and frequently quoted
by children as being particularly brutal and frightening, are the Special
Operations K Unit of the South African security police, Koevoet, and the
plain clothes South African security police. Released detainees have
spoken of being picked up in the course of 'rape and robbery' sprees
carried out by Koevoet, of being taken blindfolded to police camps, of
being beaten with pipes, tortured with electric probes and held in solitary
confinement.

In the first six months of last year, the chief Minister of the Ovamboland
administration, Peter Kalangula, submitted 100 complaints against the
security forces. Recently, a small number of South African soldiers have
been brought to trial and convicted of atrocities. Namibian church leaders
have stated that the court cases concern only a minute fraction of the actual
brutalities perpetrated. Some of the cases have been dropped, and any
sentences passed have been very lenient.

For several years, individual lawyers and the Council of Churches Legal
Unit have worked to defend human rights in Namibia. It is estimated that
over 80% of Namibians belong to a member church of the Council of
Churches. The Council has spoken out strongly against South Africa's
illegal occupation off Namibia and, as a result, its offices have been
bombed and its workers detained.

On July 9th, 1988, a new Human Rights Centre was opened in the North
at Ongwediva. It is situated on a church site which should afford it some
protection. One of the three workers who staff it explained:

"There is certainly a need for this centre . . . Already we know of cases,
one involving the rape of a four year old girl by a soldier. It will be difficult
at first to get people to come forward, but what will be really difficult will
be to keep witnesses. So often they are intimidated before a trial comes to
court."

Asked if they were not afraid for their own lives they said it was a job
they felt they had to do if the atrocities were to stop.

On August 16th, a month after it had opened, two of the workers at the
Centre were detained under Proclamation AG9. They were arrested while
investigating the alleged killing of three people and detention of seven
others by the security forces.



THE DEATH OF
MARCELINA SILAS

ON JUNE 10, 1987, MONICA KAMULUNGU was sitting outside her
house in Onawa in the district of Ombalantu in northern Namibia

when she heard shouts and saw a man run by. There was a sound of
approaching Casspir military trucks. The women around the village
gathered up their children and ran for their houses.

"I picked up my daughter Marcelina, who was two, and ran inside. The
next thing I knew was that a Casspir of Koevoet drove straight through the
village and into our hut. I was still holding my child in my arms when the
wheel of the Casspir suddenly dragged her from me. I screamed and tried
to grab her but found I had no strength in my left leg. The truck had driven
over it. Marcelina was dead. My pelvis was shattered. I am now left with
only one child. Three others have died in the past two years."

Later, the military claimed that the man they were chasing was a
member of SWAPO. He too was killed, but never identified. The case went
before the appointed Attorney General, but no charges against any
members of the army were brought.
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